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The West Recruits Terrorists: 25,000 ISIS Fighters
from Foreign Countries since Mid-2014. UN Report
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According to a just released UN report that monitors al Qaeda and ISIS terrorist groups, from
the time ISIS splashed onto the headlines last June in its infamous trek southward from Syria
into Iraq to take over the second largest city Mosul without encountering any opposition, a
whopping 20,000 foreign recruits from over 100 countries – that’s most nations on earth –
have since converged on Iraq and Syria alone to join up as terrorists ostensibly fighting to
rid the Middle East of the so called Western infidels. Another 5000 new recruits from foreign
countries are additionally fighting in other war zones like Libya and now Yemen.

During  the  Reagan-Bush  administration  the  US  through  the  CIA  created  and  began
backing the terrorist  organization that came to be known as al  Qaeda in early 1980’s
Afghanistan  as  the  US  proxy  mercenary  ally  successfully  fighting  our  cold  war  enemy the
Soviet Union. Then the US-NATO under Clinton successfully deployed al Qaeda as the US
proxy mercenaries in the Balkans  during the 1990’s. Then at the time of 9/11 when the
Bush neocons used 19 box-cutting Moslem stooges (15 from Saudi Arabia) as their war on
terror  proxy  mercenary  ally  to  successfully  carry  out  their  false  flag  attack  on  the  United
States, an estimated al Qaeda core membership consisted of less than 1,000. The neocons
in charge have since caused two costly US war defeats in Iraq and Afghanistan, producing
two devastated failed states that are still mired in US caused sectarian civil war violence.
Now in 2015 if this UN report’s numbers are to be believed, the neocons finally turned what
they had created into what they wanted all along – their forever war on terror.

An International Business Times article from last September estimated that only 2300 ISIS
fighters were from foreign countries. In just a half year that number according to the UN has
swelled apparently up to 25000, multiplying more than ten times. The latest UN figures cite
a 71% increase in foreign recruits since mid-last year. In any event, if the UN report is at all
accurate, an exponential increase in the number of foreigners from around the world are
becoming Islamic State terrorists. What does that say about the West’s so called “war on
terror?” Much like the so called war on drugs, it’s a contrived “war” that that’s never won,
but  has  incarcerated  millions  most  often  poor  minorities  into  the  sprawling  US prison
industrial complex while the international crime syndicate called the US federal government
continues profiting billions from another “unwinnable” war. War on terror is used much the
same way,  the only profiteers are the military industrial  complex of  the US arms industry,
the sprawling private contractor industry, and the ever-growing security complex industry.
The primary victims are mostly innocent Middle Eastern Moslems living in nations caught in
an imperialistic blood for oil endgame.

Though  most  of  the  Islamic  State  forces  are  from the  Middle  East  and  North  Africa,
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increasingly  “radicalized”  members  from Western  nations  are  entering  Syria  and  Iraq
through US ally-NATO member Turkey. Islamic extremists have been historically trained
inside Turkey along with other allies like Jordan. The obvious concern is that after these
recruited  extremists  hone  their  terrorist  skills  fighting  in  places  like  Iraq,  Syria,  Libya  and
Yemen, they will soon be returning home to commit terrorist acts on Western soil. Recall in
January  the  Hebdo  terrorists  apparently  had  recently  returned  home  from training  in
Yemen prior to initiating their killing spree in France. The likelihood of a false flag occurring
inside the United States and/or Europe allegedly perpetrated by returning Islamic State
terrorists remains high. At least that is what this latest UN report and the Washington feds
would want us to believe. It’s all part of the fabricated war on terror. This scenario in turn
would be the convenient crisis used to unleash martial law.

How much danger to us do these mounting numbers of Islamic jihadists pose is debatable.
Part  of  the  sinister  propagandist  strategy  since  9/11  is  to  falsely  inflate  the  risks  of
becoming a victim of terrorism as justification for eliminating civil liberties in order to create
fascist totalitarian security states at home in Western nations. When Americans stand a 55
times more chance of being murdered by cops terrorizing their own fellow citizens they’re
supposedly  protecting  than  actually  dying  from  so  called  terrorists,  the  predatory,
gluttonously corrupt security state renders Americans far less secure than any Moslem
terrorist.  So artificially  hyping up an alarming exponential  growth rate  of  Islamic  terrorists
feeds right into the New World Order agenda to increase global totalitarianism and domestic
tyranny while masquerading behind the litany of Western draconian counterterrorism laws.

Meanwhile, evidence that the US-Israeli-Saudi connection has not only created but continues
to finance, arm and train al Qaeda and ISIS is undisputable. Over the last six months the US
military has been caught repeatedly maintaining the ISIS supply line in both Iraq and Syria
with regular air drops of arms, ammo and food supplies.

US Empire now has a long history of deploying al Qaeda/ISIS as its proxy war mercenaries
on the ground in Afghanistan, the Balkans, Iraq, Libya, Syria, Somalia and now Yemen. They
have been covertly paid Empire ponds for the purpose of increasing US global hegemony
and dominance on the geopolitics chessboard at humanity’s expense. Moreover, CIA and
military intelligence from US Special Operations currently involved in dirty secret little wars
in  sub-Saharan  Africa  have  been  linked  to  al  Qaeda  offshoots  like  Boco  Haram  spreading
southward across that continent.

Another question to ponder is why are so many young people from so many countries
including the West willing to risk their lives fighting in some far off land? Some might claim
that  Islam  attracts  fanaticism  and  violent  extremism.  This  Islamophobia  is  more  a
propaganda tool that with a broad bigoted stroke has turned the so called war on terror into
a war on Islam. Moslems are being used as convenient scapegoats for the neocon criminal
architects of this war on terror. The mercenary ISIS thugs that the US media propagandizes
as Sunni Moslem militia are not religious at all.

Who are these newly enlisted ISIS recruits? Young adventurists, misguided lost souls and
idealists,  angry  anti-American  sentiment  harnessed  by  ISIS  propagandist  social  media
outreach, spawned from poor economies worldwide that offer little stability or opportunity,
and those individuals who have witnessed the US Empire’s brutality up close, all of these
may become motivating factors that bolster the recent large recruitment numbers.
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But the real senseless tragedy since 9/11 in all these years of growing violence and terror is
the six plus trillion US taxpayer dollars that’s been wasted creating the deadly gridlocked
mess in both Iraq and Afghanistan marking the two longest running wars in US history have
only contributed to creating more terrorists and a far more armed and dangerous world. It’s
no accident that where thousands of innocent lives have been lost to US terror from the
skies  that  Obama’s  killer  drones  continue  inflicting  is  exactly  where  the  number  of  ISIS
forces  are  dramatically  rising.  So  if  drones  are  supposed  to  decrease  the  number  of
terrorists (at a killing rate of innocent civilians of 96%), clearly it’s having the reverse effect.
The word if is used here because it’s more likely that US drone warfare is being waged to
ensure that more terrorists are in fact created.

Always the US installed puppet governments never gain support or popularity from the
people because they serve the larger interests of transnational corporations and US global
hegemony  rather  than  the  well-being  of  their  nations.  Thus  in  every  case  populist
movements  inevitably  emerge  as  freedom fighting  groups  opposing  the  corrupt,  weak  US
puppet governments. These so called insurgents are righteously fighting to take back their
homeland from their  Western oppressors.  We saw it  in Vietnam, and more recently in
Afghanistan twice, Iraq, Ukraine, and now Yemen. US imperialism is the true enemy of the
people. Where no religious divisions occurred in the Middle East amongst various Muslim
sects before, US imperialism has regularly used the old divide and conquer strategy to pit
Moslem against  Moslem,  ethnicity  against  ethnicity,  Western forces  including fake ISIS
enemy-mercenary ally against Eastern forces supported by Iran, Russia and China. Turning
groups within a nation that co-existed peacefully for centuries into sudden enemies has
been the Empire’s calling card.

With up to a million and a half Iraqis dead and hundreds of thousands more perished in
Afghanistan, Syria and Libya, and now in Yemen dying every day, the quality of life for the
native populations in all these countries where the US-NATO forces have intervened is far
worse than ever before, leaving demolished failed states in the West’s destructive path. The
murderous aggression of  US foreign policy has only created more terrorists  who often
understandably seek revenge from losing family members killed by US Empire. Yet ever
since  the  inside  job  of  9/11,  the  Israeli-Saudi-US-NATO  axis  of  evil  as  the  globalist
international crime syndicate that’s infiltrated and taken over the West has successfully and
willfully spread its devastating lethal agenda to destabilize every targeted nation in the
Middle East and North Africa and beyond, purposely polarizing the entire planet into a West
versus East military confrontation now teetering on the edge of World War III. It has forced
Russia, China, Iran and Syria into forming a defensive alliance for its very survival. The
bottom line result of the neocons’ global war on terror has led directly to more global terror
than ever before in human history. What is agonizingly clearer as time goes on is that it’s all
been perpetrated by diabolical NWO design.

Joachim Hagopian  is  a  West  Point  graduate  and  former  US  Army officer.  He  has  written  a
manuscript based on his unique military experience entitled “Don’t Let The Bastards Getcha
Down.”  It  examines and focuses on US international  relations,  leadership and national
security issues. After the military, Joachim earned a master’s degree in Clinical Psychology
and  worked  as  a  licensed  therapist  in  the  mental  health  field  for  more  than  a  quarter
century. He now concentrates on his writing and has a blog site at http://empireexposed.
blogspot. com/.
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